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Innoquest Releases Compact GoCheck™ PreFlight Multi-Tool for Easier Inspections
(Woodstock, Ill.) Innoquest, Inc., the designer and manufacturer of sensors and measurement instruments, has
released the GoCheck™ PreFlight Multi-Tool. Created for reciprocating engine pilots and aviation mechanics,
the new tool combines six functions in one device to make it easier to inspect planes before takeoff.
“The GoCheck PreFlight Multi-Tool is compact and easy to use,” Bill Hughes, President of Innoquest, said. “As
a pilot myself, I have appreciated having everything I need to complete preflight inspections in this tool. It’s
the most compact package of preflight tools on the market, which is another benefit because space is limited
in most flight bags. This device would be a unique gift for anyone who enjoys flying a reciprocating engine
plane.”
The six-in-one tool includes 1) a fuel tester with an integrated strainer, 2) a stall horn tester, 3) a dipstick
wiper, 4) a red/white flashlight, 5) a Phillips/flathead screwdriver and 6) a checklist reminder card.
“The GoCheck PreFlight Multi-Tool features a stall horn tester that is unique for preflight inspection,” Hughes
continued. “You won’t suck in bugs to test your stall horn. Simply place the soft end of the multi-tool on the
stall-warning hole and pull the fuel tester portion off the GoCheck, thereby creating the low pressure needed
to check the horn.”
Made in the U.S.A., the GoCheck PreFlight Multi-Tool is 6 inches long and weighs only 5 ounces. Four AAAA
batteries power the device and are included with the purchase. The six-in-one tool lists for $49.95 and comes
with a one-year warranty. For more details or to find a distributor, call 1 (800) 637-1623 or visit
innoquestinc.com.
Innoquest, Inc. has been designing and manufacturing sensors and instruments made in the U.S.A.
since 1993.
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